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Article abstract
A country of old Catholic roots, France is characterized today by an extremely
low rate of regular practice and by a clironic shortage of religious personnel.
These measurable indicators of the loss of control by the ecclesiastical
institutions in French society only take on full significance in the context of an
analysis of changes that have taken place within a religious culture
transformed by its progressive incorporation into cultural modernity. The
collapse of the world of observances which were part of an ancient parish
civilization and the loss in plausibility of the dream of Christian reconquest
which, until the end of the 1960s, mobilized a particularly active militant
Christianity, are now accepted fact: to the ethical-emotional move toward
uniformity in a Catholicism of emotional communities corresponds henceforth
the dissemination of a "cultural Christianity" which sustains, outside of all
institutional control, the most varied of identity demands. The paper presented
here attempts to identify some aspeéis of this process of cultural and religious
reconstruction.
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